


per day do you sit in your chair playing games and working? If it’s at least 3-4 hours, then you might feel that a 

regular o�ce chair does not provide enough comfort, is wearing out fast and doesn’t look cool.

How much time



The number one reason most gamers look for a gaming chair is comfort. Canyon Gaming 

Chairs contain all must-have features like adjustable backrest recline, headrest and lumbar 

pillows, soft customizable armrests and controllable height. In order to win like a pro, it’s 

exceptionally important to feel good while sitting, as well as to have a chance to lean back, 

stretch, boost blood circulation and have a short, but qualitative rest between long gaming 

sessions.

Comfort
above all
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back support,

lumbar support,

headrest pillow.

Long gaming session basics:



Another good reason to consider Canyon Gaming Chair is their design. 

Canyon o�ers unique bucket-style well-contoured chairs that are 

pleasant to use and add great appearance to any gaming setup.

Win in style
Another good reason to consider Canyon Gaming Chair is their design. 

Canyon o�ers unique bucket-style well-contoured chairs that are 

pleasant to use and add great appearance to any gaming setup.

Win in style



Vigil
Gaming chair

Stunning Sport Battle chair for those gamers who happen to be on the budget. It has almost all features 
for beginner gamers that a chair may o�er. The dense foam under high-quality eco leather provides 
decent seating experience. Headrest pillow and adjustable up&down armrests provide additional 
support to your body. The chair has 5-star nylon base with 60mm Polyurethane wheels that provide 
utmost stability, and free glide across all surfaces. Using its certi�cated Class-4 gas-lift you can easy 
adjust height according to your needs.

CND-SGCH2

5 Star nylon base with 60 mm PU
caster wheels

Last generation Class-4 gas lift

Dense original foam

High quality eco leather

Headrest pillow

Adjustable armrests 

Maximum weight of chair load - 130kg

CND-SGCH2 5291485004279



Firm and stable base

5-star nylon base ensures stable seating and 
large 60 mm polyurethane caster wheels 
roll quietly and freely on any surface. The 
chair becomes very supportive and provides 
comfortable moves while seating. Unfailing 
assistance for a perfect win!

Height adjustment

Unlike many chairs that actually sit pretty low to the 
�oor, this chair has powerful Class-4 gas lift that 

allows to easily make your seating �t the height of 
your desk. Canyon uses the latest generation gas lifts 

that are carefully tested and only the best are 
selected.

Headrest support

No more pain in the neck and shoulders! 
The soft headrest pillow provides additional 
support to your head and makes your neck 
relaxed. Outrank your enemies by keeping 
strong and sure in-game performance.

High-quality leather and foam filling

The chair is covered with pleasant-touch an 
high-quality eco leather that is durable and 

easy to clean. Almost identical leather is 
used in luxury car seats. Under the overage, 
a dense original foam is placed. It surrounds 

your back and softens your body, allowing 
to keep your muscles comfortably toned.

Adjustable armrests

The arms of the chair can be adjusted in “up” or 
“down” position, to make sure your elbows move 
right during intense battles. This feature helps you to 
sit tightly and con�dently through hours of gaming



1.5 mm thick metal frame

5 Star nylon base with 60 mm
Polyurethane caster wheels

Last generation Class-4 gas lift

Dense molded foam 

High quality eco leather

Headrest pillow

Lumbar support pillow

2D adjustable armrests

Tilted backrest 90°-150°

Maximum weight of chair load - 150kg

Fobos
Gaming chair

This chair would be a good �nd for a savvy gamer who builds his sporty gaming set for a smart price. By 
serving all gaming needs, this chair will make a dexterous crazy racer out of a starter gamer. Its 1.5mm 
thick metal frame provides high stability and durability. A dense moulded memory foam under �rm eco 
leather covering provides the feeling of comfort during all-night long gaming sessions. The chair has all 
functions to provide good and healthy sitting posture. And it’s cool design brings captivating gaming 
experience. 

CND-SGCH3

CND-SGCH3 5291485004286



Height adjustment

Unlike many chairs that actually sit pretty low to the 
�oor, this chair has powerful class-4 gas lift that 

allows to easily make your seating �t the height of 
your desk. Canyon uses the latest generation gas lifts 

that are carefully tested and only the best are 
selected.

Headrest support

No more pain in the neck and shoulders! 
The soft headrest pillow provides additional 
support to your head and makes your neck 
relaxed. Outrank your enemies by keeping 
strong and sure in-game performance.

Lumbar support

The brilliant thing is that you can use lumbar 
support pillow to keep your lower back 
comfortable during all-night long gaming 
sessions. The battles are won only when 
sitting experience is 100% satisfying.

High-quality leather and foam filling

The chair is covered with pleasant-touch an 
high-quality eco leather that is durable and 

easy to clean. Almost identical leather is 
used in luxury car seats. Under the overage, 
a dense original foam is placed. It surrounds 

your back and softens your body, allowing 
to keep your muscles comfortably toned.

Firm and stable base

5-star nylon base ensures stable seating and 
large 60 mm Polyurethane caster wheels 
roll quietly and freely on any surface. The 
chair becomes very supportive and provides 
comfortable moves while seating. Unfailing 
assistance for a perfect win!



Backrest tilt

Make a pause between harsh gaming battles. Tilt the backrest in the 
angle of 90°-150°, stretch your back and relax your lumbar area. In a few 

minutes you will be ready for a new adventure.

Make a pause between harsh gaming battles. Tilt the backrest in the 
angle of 90°-150°, stretch your back and relax your lumbar area. In a few 

150°

2D armrests

The armrests can be adjusted vertically (up and down), and moved back and 
forth as well. They provide �exibility to make sure your elbows feel right during 
intense battles. This feature helps you to sit tightly and con�dently through 
hours of gaming.

Metal Frame

Enhanced 1.5 mm metal frame strengthens the whole chair permeating all its 
parts with no compromise. It makes all your actions �rm and make sure you 

won’t miss your decisive shot. It’s shape provides sleek and attractive 
aesthetic.



Deimos
Gaming chair

Gamers looking for an all-round gaming chair should consider this model. It is built on a �rm 1.5 mm 
metal frame and has a fantastically built base with 60 mm Polyurethane caster wheels that will o�er 
your hours of comfort. High-quality memory foam under awesome eco leather covering will turn the 
longest gaming session into a real pleasure. The chair has full reclient function and you’ll be able to lock 
it in any angle between 90° and 165° when you want to sit back and relax from intense battles. The arms 
can be moved up-down, back-forth and 15 degrees inward and outward to provide extra comfort for 
arms.

CND-SGCH4

1.5 mm thick metal frame

5 Star nylon base with 60 mm
Polyurethane caster wheels

Last generation Class-4 gas lift

Original foam for back and cold 
molded foam for seat 

High quality eco leather

Headrest pillow

Lumbar support pillow

3D adjustable armrests

Tilted backrest 90°-165°

Maximum weight of chair load - 150kg

CND-SGCH4 5291485004293



Height adjustment

Unlike many chairs that actually sit pretty low to the 
�oor, this chair has powerful class-4 gas lift that 

allows to easily make your seating �t the height of 
your desk. Canyon uses the latest generation gas lifts 

that are carefully tested and only the best are 
selected.

Headrest support

No more pain in the neck and shoulders! 
The soft headrest pillow provides additional 
support to your head and makes your neck 
relaxed. Outrank your enemies by keeping 
strong and sure in-game performance.

Lumbar support

The brilliant thing is that you can use lumbar 
support pillow to keep your lower back 
comfortable during all-night long gaming 
sessions. The battles are won only when 
sitting experience is 100% satisfying.

High-quality leather and cold foam filling

The chair is covered with pleasant-touch an 
high-quality eco leather that is durable and 

easy to clean. Under the overage, a dense 
original foam is placed. The foam keeps the 

shape of your body even after you are not in 
the chair. It surrounds your back, allowing to 

keep your muscles comfortably toned and 
makes long-time sitting a real pleasure.

Firm and stable base

5-star nylon base ensures stable seating and 
large 60 mm Polyurethane caster wheels 
roll quietly and freely on any surface. The 
chair becomes very supportive and provides 
comfortable moves while seating. Unfailing 
assistance for a perfect win!



Backrest tilt

Make a pause between harsh gaming battles. Tilt the backrest in the 
angle of 90°-165°, stretch your back and relax your lumbar area. In a few 

minutes you will be ready for a new adventure.

3D armrests

The armrests can be adjusted vertically, moved back and forth and 15 degrees 
inward and outward as well. They provide �exibility to make sure your elbows 
feel right during intense battles. This feature helps you to sit tightly and 
con�dently through hours of gaming.

Metal Frame

Enhanced 1.5 mm metal frame strengthens the whole chair permeating all its 
parts with no compromise. It makes all your actions �rm and make sure you 

won’t miss your decisive shot. It’s shape provides sleek and attractive 
aesthetic.

Make a pause between harsh gaming battles. Tilt the backrest in the 
angle of 90°-165°, stretch your back and relax your lumbar area. In a few 

165°



1.5 mm thick metal frame

5 Star metal base with 60 mm
Polyurethane caster wheels

Last generation Class-4 gas lift

Headrest pillow

Multifunctional balancing
mechanism “Frog”

Dense cold memory foam filling
up the whole chair

High quality eco leather

Lumbar support pillow

4D adjustable armrests

Tilted backrest 90°-165°

Tilt locking system

Maximum weight of chair load - 180kg

Corax
Gaming chair

Win like a boss in this high-end gaming chair. It looks nice, feels even better and the sheer amount of 
adjustments is all you could ever expect from a chair. It is well-balanced by a smart mechanism “Frog” that 
provides ideal tilt using the weight of your body. The headrest and lumbar pillows are very supportive and 
comfy. It’s ergonomic design based on a strong 1.5 mm metal frame is prepared for the longest sessions 
of gaming. Cold memory foam that �lls up the whole chair and high quality eco leather perfectly adjust to 
the unique shape of your body providing endless hours of comfort. 4D adjusted arms make your hands 
comfortable like never before.  If you’re serious about your sit time, then you’ll have to seriously consider 
this one. Your body will thank you later.

CND-SGCH5

CND-SGCH5 5291485004309



Height adjustment

Unlike many chairs that actually sit pretty low to the 
�oor, this chair has powerful class-4 gas lift that 

allows to easily make your seating �t the height of 
your desk. Canyon uses the latest generation gas lifts 

that are carefully tested and only the best are 
selected.

Headrest support

No more pain in the neck and shoulders! 
The soft headrest pillow provides additional 
support to your head and makes your neck 
relaxed. Outrank your enemies by keeping 
strong and sure in-game performance.

High-quality leather and cold foam filling

The chair is covered with pleasant-touch an 
high-quality eco leather that is durable and 

easy to clean. Under the overage, a dense 
original foam is placed. The foam keeps the 

shape of your body even after you are not in 
the chair. It surrounds your back, allowing to 

keep your muscles comfortably toned and 
makes long-time sitting a real pleasure.

Lumbar support

The brilliant thing is that you can use 
lumbar support pillow to keep your lower 
back comfortable during all-night long 
gaming sessions. The battles are won 
only when sitting experience is 100% 
satisfying.

Firm and stable base

The presence of a 5-star metal base, 
supports a maximum weight of chair load up 
to 180 kg and provides greater strength, 
durability and stability. Large 60 mm 
polyurethane wheels slide freely and quitely 
on any surfaces. The chair provides 
comfortable movement during sitting or 
playing game. Unfailing help for an ideal 
victory!



Backrest tilt

Make a pause between harsh gaming battles. Tilt the backrest in the 
angle of 90°-165°, stretch your back and relax your lumbar area. In a few 

minutes you will be ready for a new adventure. Multifunctional 
mechanism “Frog” matches your body weight and helps to adjust 

balance and tension for e�ortless and secure gaming, without any 
muscle fatigue. Tilt locking system ensures the most reliably locked 

position of any part of the chair under all angles.

165°

0-15°

4D armrests

The armrests can be adjusted in all possible directions: vertically, 
horizontally and side-to-side with maximum �exibility. Your elbows will feel 
right even during the most intense battles. This feature helps you to keep 
your thighs up even in the lowest sitting point and feel yourself in 
maximum comfort through hours of gaming.

Metal Frame

Enhanced 1.5 mm metal frame strengthens the whole chair permeating all its 
parts with no compromise. It makes all your actions �rm and make sure you 

won’t miss your decisive shot. It’s shape provides sleek and attractive 
aesthetic.


